DevOps student position

HPE Software is growing! Our site (located in Yehud, Israel) is the strategic R&D center of HPE-Software in the world.

Description:
A member of HPE SaaS DevOps team.
Assist in test and adoption of latest and most advanced DevOps solutions that answers HPE SaaS needs.
Work closely and effectively with a worldwide team of engineers; collaborate with R&D, CICD and Production teams.

Responsibilities:
- Take active part in end to end POCs of new DevOps technologies.
- Research and present comparison of competitive technological solutions.
- Aggravate team knowledge and manage the documentation.

Required skills and knowledge:
- Second or third year student of computer science or equivalent degree.
- Availability to work 25 hours a week for a period of 18 months.
- GPA of 80+.
- Familiar with Web applications lifecycle.
- Self-driven fast learner.
- Excellent oral and written English communication skills.

CV: hp_tau@talent-sys.com
For any information: jobs2@hpe.com